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Abstract 

The regulation of innovation reflects a specific imaginary of the role of governance that makes it 

external to the field it governs. It is argued that this decision and rule-based view of regulation is 

insufficient to deal with the inescapable uncertainties that are produced by innovation. In particular, 

using risk-based knowledge as the basis of regulation fails to deal sufficiently both with the problem 

that innovation ensures the future will not resemble the past, and with the problem that the social 

priorities that underlie innovation often remain unquestioned. Recently, rights-based frameworks have 

been defended as principle-based approaches to innovation governance that address the gaps which 

trouble an understanding of regulation as based on risk-based decision procedures. An alternative, 

care-based view of governance is defended, in which institutional and practice change, aimed at the 

creation of specific institutional ‘virtues’ and rooted in the broad and deep participation of publics in 
shaping innovation is seen as an appropriate way of making governance internal to innovation. 

Introduction 

Responsible research and innovation (RRI) has been proposed as an answer to a perceived crisis in the 

contract between technoscience and society, one which aims to effect a values-based transformation 

in how emerging technologies, and innovation as such, is governed. This normative stance has been 

characterised as ‘taking care of the future’ [46]. From this perspective on the purpose of innovation, 

better regulation in the face of the uncertain risks and ignorance that come with technological novelty 

requires not better rules, but will instead require changes to practices, and therefore to the institutions 

that sustain them and to the social relationships built around them. Regulation must therefore shift 

modes, leaving behind the assumption that governance is external to the ‘object’ it governs and needs 
to be exercised from a centralised position built on supposedly disembedded knowledge. It must 

instead be translated into transformed into ‘softer’ forms of governance re-embedded in social 

concerns and priorities. This implies a new set of responsible and responsive relationships between 

technoscientific ‘enactors’ and ‘selectors’ [1], as well as requiring a redistribution of agency to create 

other selectors from among publics who have perhaps been hitherto excluded from this position. 

In this article, I argue that the use of a concept of ‘care’ here is not just adventitious, and nor does it 
transpose regulatory debates into the realm of ‘values’, of motherhood and apple pie. Drawing on the 

ethics of care, and some examples of the ways in which care has been employed in science and 

technology studies (STS), I propose that RRI should be viewed as a practice-based and therefore also 

virtues- or dispositions-based concept of regulation that acknowledges several often overlooked 

aspects of the human relationship with technology. Not only does a care-based conception of RRI 

affirm the more-than-instrumental role of technology in human life, it also recognises the multiplicity 

of pragmatic, ethical and aesthetic values that inform human responses to technologies. I proceed by 

examining the crisis in the relationship between technological societies and technoscience, which I 
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argue is rooted in the institutional and collective experience of reflexive uncertainty. This gives rise to 

a double-bind within the ‘ethical life’ of technological societies (in Hegel’s sense of Sittlichkeit, the 

often complex connection between subjective will and objective normative constraints), a condition in 

which the institutions, practices and products of technoscience must be relied on yet cannot be fully 

trusted. I then go on to examine some suggestions made by Daniele Ruggiu [2] and Rene Von 

Schomberg [3] for resolving this double-bind. I then set out in response to these perspectives a 

framework for thinking about care as the basis of an ethics and politics of innovation guided by a 

distinctive conception of responsibility as ‘taking care of the future’.  

Future imaginaries and regulation 

The standard role assigned to regulation in relation to new technologies reflects a specific social 

imaginary, a set of largely unquestioned attitudes, beliefs and values that help define its purposes and 

means [4]. This places regulation in a particular relationship to other forms of organised social action, 

and especially to economic activity. The imaginary in question reflects a specific way of constructing 

the relationship between present and future, one which has deep roots in European and Anglo--

American cultures. To understand this imaginary requires tracing how it reflects widespread shifts in 

shared attitudes towards the future that occurred in Europe and North America in the period between 

c. 1600 and c. 1900, amidst successive waves of uneven technological, social and cultural change. 

Lucian Hölscher [5] suggests that the condensation point for change in how modernising and 

industrialising societies constructed the future in representation and practice was the way in which a 

mechanistic natural science made it possible to see the future as a totality of possible and more or less 

probable events. He refers to the emerging imaginary as that of the ‘mechanised [technisiert] future’. 
Barbara Adam and I have pointed to a similar development, distinguishing between the future 

horizons of traditional societies, Western antiquity and pre-Renaissance Europe on the one hand and 

the ‘abstract futures’ of post-Renaissance science, the ‘open’ futures of the Enlightenment, and the 
‘empty’ future of neo-classical economics on the other [6].  

This distinction between an implicit understanding of the relationship between past and future 

characteristic of ancient and medieval Europe and ‘modern’ ones has been characterised as one 
between the world of the ‘divine corporation’ [7] and a world in which this great chain of being has 

been broken. In the pre-modern worldview, which endured through the Reformation and up to the 

Counter-Reformation, the immemorial past of divine revelation is seen as determining the ethical life 

of the present, with individuals assigned by divine appointment to ‘offices’ that prescribe how they 
should act and what virtues are necessary to their station. The structure of ethical life is thus at once 

deontological and virtues-based. The dissolution of this worldview comes with the age of scientific 

and political revolution in the 17
th
 century, which emerged alongside the religious unrest of the 

Reformation and Counter-Reformation.  The result is the emergence of a strongly consequentialist 

(and eventually broadly preference-consequentialist) strand within the ethical life of societies in 

which the success of efforts at transforming the world is the main criterion of their praise- or 

blameworthiness. Here, future outcomes are more important than enacting rules rooted in the past. 

At the same time as this valorization of innovation and novelty emerges, nascent social sciences 

model themselves on natural science. They begin to understand the social future as the product of 

laws (of, for example, population growth and decline or institutional change) as rigid as those thought 

to operate in nature. Knowledge of social laws began to be seen in intellectual culture as the only 

genuine source of freedom, the key leverage point for action undertaken in order to shape the future. 

Then, from the mid-19
th
 century on, constructing the future as an object not only of scientific 

knowledge but of management was made possible by mathematical developments in economics, 

including cost-benefit analysis and marginalist theory [8]. This fuelled the rise of ‘risk thinking’ [9], 
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coalescing around knowledge practices such as probability theory, welfare economics-based 

definitions of risk, and the acceptance of preference-based utilitarianism and consequentialism as the 

appropriate normative frameworks for public administration, whether in matters of public health, 

infrastructure planning (such as constructing bridges, roads and dams), social insurance or education.  

Government power is thus imagined increasingly as administrative and managerial as well as 

sovereign [10]. It becomes consolidated by practices of standardisation and quantification employed 

by centralised states in order to make the nations they rule legible to them [11]. Similar methods 

evolved for surveying future possibilities and outcomes. This creates a new politics of the future, in 

which some social actors (governments and their agencies, but also corporations) able to leverage 

expertise in prediction and foresight are able to plan and act with more strategic consistency, 

flexibility and speed than others. This effectively colonises the future just as 19
th
 century imperial 

powers colonised vast areas of the globe, thus creating conditions in which less knowledgeable and 

powerful others will later have to operate and make decisions [12].   

Against these developments, the relationship between administrative government and the fields of 

social activity it covers increasingly takes on the regulatory form described by Lõsch, Gammel, and 

Nordmann [13], that of an external governor of activity. This form reflects a specific legacy of the 

new ‘mechanised’ imaginary of the future, in which the maximum satisfaction of preferences is 

privileged as a moral touchstone. In particular, it reflects developments in the nascent science of 

thermodynamics (that would, in turn, later undergird the development of cybernetics). The governor 

of a steam engine, or other machine, is a device that acts as one of its subsystems, and registers when 

a system state variable (such as pressure) is increasing too fast or approaching a dangerous level. It 

then triggers a mechanism to lower pressure, speed etc. to a safe level. It thus represents a negative 

feedback mechanism that is added to the engine. Although the relationship between subsystem and 

main system is one of feedback, this feedback function is limited. The main system provides 

information to the governor, which acts back upon it at a certain point to keep its operating parameters 

within certain levels.  

In the 19
th
 and 20

th
 centuries, the dominant imaginary of governance borrows from this construction 

of risk and uncertainty in engineering. Regulation is positioned in a relationship with social action 

similar to that between the machine and its governor. However, with an engineered system like a 

steam engine, its safety parameters have largely been decided in advance, thanks to extensive 

calculations, experimental testing of materials and assemblies beforehand, and practical experience ‘in 
the field’. Some tinkering may be necessary in practice with each new machine, but general 

parameters of safe operation have been established. The situation is quite different, however, with 

emerging technologies – and even more so when innovation as such becomes the object of 

governance [14].  

 

Reflexive uncertainty and the ‘double bind’ 
If a post-‘divine corporation’ world is one that is organised around the idea of an open and improvable 

collective future, then it is also necessarily one organised around foresight. The need to estimate the 

consequences of actions in order to determine whether one has acted ex ante responsibly is part of a 

new understanding of future-oriented responsibility that comes with the demise of the divine 

corporation. Yet at the same time, the complexities that new technologies bring are hard to factor in to 

foresight, and in many cases impossible. Technological innovations both draw on knowledge and 

create it, but they also simultaneously produce non-knowledge and ignorance [15, 16]. Re-engineering 
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nature to add previously non-existent entities to the world creates, as Ian Hacking argues, the problem 

of side- and interference effects, which arise out of unforeseen interactions between such entities and 

natural or other engineered systems [17]. As Hacking points out, this creates systems with emergent 

properties, the behaviour of which cannot be predicted on the basis of existing knowledge. The 

problem is therefore often that the unpredictable is more of a problem than the predictable. A central 

feature of a post-‘divine corporation’, improvable world is that the past is often not a reliable guide to 

the future. Yet we tend to operate, in moral and legal contexts, as if it were.  

Consequentialists have tried to respond to such problems related to uncertainty by distinguishing 

between the use of consequentialist principles (such as the principle of utility) as criteria for deciding 

in general what makes an action right or wrong, and the employment of such principles as empirical 

decision procedures. The problem with such a distinction, however, is that the existence or non-

existence of particular kinds of uncertainty or ignorance has a specific bearing on whether normative 

distinctions between different actions established by, say, the principle of utility are stable or not. 

Saying that we should always act to maximise utility or follow rules that have this effect does not help 

us in situations where it is unclear what it might mean to maximise utility in terms of future outcomes 

[18]. 

The key problem is that to define a subset of future possibilities as risks, determinate probabilities of 

specific losses or harms, relies on scientific foresight regarding the likely consequences of acting in 

particular ways. However, this foresight is not contingently, but in certain circumstances (as Hacking 

shows) necessarily limited. Uncertainty thus becomes reflexive, created in part by what we do and 

also by the forms of knowledge that make our actions possible. The result is a kind of double-bind. To 

want to improve the world through the creation of new technical means leads us to look ahead to 

make our actions justifiable in the present, but the only tools we possess for the task of looking ahead 

are ones which have been honed to understand the world of the past and present, not a world in which 

as yet uncreated novel entities exist. Examples such as the use of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 

(DDT) show how the modelling of suspected risks (what is the probability of exposure to DDT 

affecting human health?) can miss unknown mechanisms of harm, such as the effects of 

bioaccumulating DDT on bird populations. If we want to improve things, we must take a gamble – but 

the moral justifiability of this gamble seems impossible to establish (given reflexive uncertainty) on 

preference-consequentialist grounds. An unwillingness to full acknowledge this leads us towards what 

Ulrich Beck calls organised irresponsibility, a kind of institutionalised moral corruption.  

This corruption is encouraged by the fact that focusing on the assessment of knowable risks rather 

than on acknowledging and dealing with deeper uncertainties has strategic political value. It provides 

a way of justifying policy and constructing reputational capital [19] that both buttresses economic and 

cultural power and helps maintain valued identities – for individuals and for organisations. Concepts 

of risk, which render uncertainty determinate and promise that it can be reduced and controlled, 

perform the symbolic function of demarcating the risky from the unpredictably dangerous [20], 

domesticating uncertainties surrounding everything from infrastructure projects to health behaviours, 

and thus allowing them to be governed. This demarcation represents a new moral divide between the 

pure/responsible and impure/irresponsible [21]. At the same time, the irresponsibility of a tendency to 

focus on knowable risk is evident. Indeed, a post-‘divine corporation’, innovation focused and 
technologically-dependent world carries with it an uncertain future that is like a vast and, moreover,  

constantly changing [22] ocean of which only a small region, shaped by a range of assumptions, can 

be encapsulated within the sphere of known or knowable risk [23]. Nonetheless, the possession of the 

institutional capacity to perform due diligence by defining, assessing and then managing risks within a 
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given bureaucratic and legal framework can assist social actors to create and redistribute uncertainty 

and risk in ways that benefit them [24] 

In such circumstances, which have been described as characterised by a move towards post-normal 

science [25] or the emergence of a ‘risk society’ [26], the use of quasi-legal instruments such as the 

precautionary principle has grown amidst a new ethics and politics of uncertainty. Rather than being a 

tool of top-down governance that takes the form of ‘hard law’, the precautionary principle is chiefly a 

decision-making tool for the executive [27] that is designed to acknowledge and make actionable the 

uncertainties which inevitably surround attempts to read off from scientific knowledge definitive 

conclusions about the legitimacy or otherwise of actions taken in the present. Beyond the executive, it 

also represents to a lesser extent a shield for those seeking to challenge regulatory decisions which 

they feel expose them to unacceptable risks [28]. In this way, it represents an administrative brake on 

innovation while also responding to the condition of post-normality.  

The precautionary principle is one of a variety of other normative instruments that are created as part 

of the efforts of technological societies to cope with reflexive uncertainty, and which are wielded by, 

as well as shaping the behaviour of, a variety of non-governmental as well as governmental actors. 

These include codes of conduct, standardisation processes and the standards they create, contracts, 

funding schemes, economic incentives like subsidies and tax credits, licences and accreditation 

schemes. There are thus a multitude of regulatory tools and institutions which may be leveraged in 

creating what are felt to be ‘responsible’ modes of action in the face of deeper uncertainty, with ‘hard’ 
legislation being only one of these options [29]. Soft regulation moves upstream in the innovation 

process, shifting away from a command-and-control model that imposes an external ‘governor’ on the 
products of a still essentially linear innovation process towards a model of continual intelligence 

gathering [30] that aims to modulate and shape innovation processes by reflexively guiding the 

implicit assumptions about their proper purposes and what might constitute significant unwanted 

potential impacts.  

If the preference-consequentialist moral framework implicit in the imaginary of regulation as an 

external governor becomes increasingly problematic in the face of reflexive uncertainty, then we are 

left with an outstanding question: how to relate to each other the various governance tools that evolve 

in increasingly technological societies, and thus to make them cohere around explicit ethical and 

moral considerations. Without such efforts, then the desire to respond to the double-bind laid out 

above with, for example, a precautionary approach may become problematic. What kinds of potential 

harm should we be precautionary about? We might want to be precautionary about potential harm to 

the natural environment, given that it may be serious and irreversible. But some may want to be 

precautionary about economic harm, as this could also be serious and irreversible [31]. This raises the 

prospect of value conflicts that afflict governance tools and which cannot be resolved solely with the 

aid of these tools themselves, insofar as they rely solely on preference-consequentialist frameworks 

that fail in the face of reflexive uncertainty. We therefore need to reposition the debate on the level of 

normative ethics, and to consider whether another normative ethical framework other than that of 

preference-consequentialism can provide an adequate basis for responding to the challenge of 

reflexive uncertainty. 

This repositions the debate on the level of normative ethics, and the extent to which different 

frameworks in normative ethics can help us deal with reflexive uncertainty. One recent attempt to 

think further about these issues is provided by Ruggiu [2], who suggests that the relationship between 

the determinate risks of extant technologies and the uncertainties surrounding emerging technologies 

is essentially one between two different temporalities of concern, and therefore requires a two-
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pronged regulatory approach. On the one hand, innovation creates products which, once they have 

emerged, require command-and-control regulation that is moulded around relatively tight and short 

‘timescapes’ [32] of anticipation, observation and action. On the other hand, innovation as a process 

requires forms of regulation which are more open-ended and adaptive in order to shape it towards 

particular ends. Ruggiu suggests that the two forms are related to each other as rules are related to 

principles. The case of products is one in which the relevant question is whether it falls under 

exclusions or prohibitions mandated by a regulatory rule (i.e. is x hazardous to human health?) based 

on scientific evidence about its characteristics, whereas innovation processes require principles that 

have to be specified in individual cases through wider ranging processes of reasoning and debate, and 

which are ultimately anchored in principles commanding wide assent such as human rights. In such 

cases, there are a variety of uncertainties which may be relevant, such as the decision horizons that 

properly pertain to a particular process, the nature of significant harm, and so on [33]. It is important 

to distinguish between the two temporalities in order to ensure that governance is attentive to evidence 

of emerging risks while also avoids responding to the challenge of reflexive uncertainty by 

anticipating irreversible and serious hazards everywhere and thus slowing innovation down too much 

[34].  

However, this distinction may be problematic. The uncertainties which surround products may, for 

example, also be open-ended and attached to processes whose outcomes may remain latent for long 

periods. New products, as in the case of nanomaterials of various kinds, often therefore open up 

regulatory gaps [35]. Criticising a risk management framework for nanomaterials produced by the 

International Risk Governance Council (IRGC) (whose ‘two frames’ approach is mirrored in 

Ruggiu’s argument), Bijker et al. [36] note that uncertainty, ignorance and social ambiguity may be as 

relevant to current products as much as they might be to emerging innovation. Trying, for example, to 

determine whether a particular product falls under a given regulation may require research that comes 

before or after it goes to market (depending on the sector and relevant regulations), as assessing harm 

may be extremely difficult without detailed and long-term life-cycle analyses [37]. Further, future 

products may make such longer-term uncertainties even more relevant for thinking about how risk 

governance itself may need to evolve. For example, Davies [38] points out that the potential hazards 

presented by new generations of complex and increasingly active nanomaterials may be 

synergistically dependent on chemical composition, physical form and environmental context in ways 

that current approaches to risk assessment and management are ill-equipped to handle. 

The difficulty with such solutions does not lie in the difference between the forms of uncertainty 

pertinent to the regulation of products versus the regulation of innovation. Instead, it persists at the 

level of normative ethics, and derives from the reliance on preference-consequentialist moral 

principles and therefore on foresight that is evident in both portions of Ruggiu’s regulatory 
framework. Nasty surprises may be waiting ahead, even where hitherto well-characterised risks are 

concerned – for example, if products are used in unforeseen ways or they enter into unexpected 

interactions with natural or other technological systems. The difficulties with exercising foresight in a 

way that provides sufficient justification for action are an intrinsic part of the regulation of both extant 

and emerging technologies. It is thus necessary to provide a normative foundation for regulation that 

comprehensively addresses these persistent shortcomings, and places the possibility of unpleasant 

surprises at the forefront of concern, rather than subordinating it to a secondary position.
1
 

 

                                                           
1
 This assumes, of course, that the predicament described above cannot be resolved simply by trying to avoid 

Hacking’s ‘interference effects’ by renouncing certain forms of technology entirely. 
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Normative foundations for regulation: from rights to care  

Rights as normative anchor points 

The need to examine the principles and/or values on which regulatory regimes are erected is a direct 

response to the fact that innovation means the past is no longer a reliable guide to the future, and that 

preference-consequentialism is therefore a problematic normative theory.  Although reliable and 

adaptable forms of risk assessment within mandatory regulatory frameworks are still essential for 

product safety, the problem of novelty discussed in the previous section means that such approaches 

to risk need to take their place within a broader approach to living with reflexive uncertainty as such. 

The regulatory problems which are issued in by innovation are not just epistemological problems of 

limited information or knowledge, as the classic statement of the problem of novelty in the 

Collingridge dilemma would have it [40]. The problems created by innovation are an outgrowth of 

human finitude [23, 39], a condition that modernity believed it had outgrown, believing instead that 

all barriers to human progress could be overcome through technology. Rather than believing 

uncertainty and ignorance can necessarily be reduced to knowable risk, and thus transformed into 

objects that can be managed or governed, it is necessary to find other ways to live with them. The idea 

that the relationship between regulation and its object is essentially that between a ‘governor’ and the 
machine it governs is an obstacle to achieving this. 

A different normative ethical framework, one which recognises the inescapability of reflexive 

uncertainty, together with its ethical and moral significance, is thus required. Ruggiu [2] argues that 

human rights provide such a framework, particularly within the EU context. These can serve as 

principles which both guide risk-focused regulation in the present and are adequate to shape future-

oriented ‘soft’ regulation (as represented by the frameworks discussed in this issue by Jahnel, for 

example). This approach is mirrored by Rene von Schomberg in his discussion of RRI as a values-

based framework for the regulation of innovation, in which the rights affirmed in Article 3 of the 

Treaty of Europe are put forward as ‘normative anchor points’ for regulation [3]. Rights serve as a 

bulwark in the face of uncertainty, recognising the weakness of preference-consequentialist principles 

(such as the principle of utility) as moral guidelines in the face of great uncertainty. In this way, the 

legitimacy of decisions may be built on principles which already command assent because they are 

enshrined in legislation enacted by a democratically-representative body. 

But normative frameworks of the kind pointed to by Ruggiu and von Schomberg are insufficient to 

replace the preference-consequentialist framework that is part of the imaginary of governance we 

have surveyed above. The question raised by the collective experience of reflexive uncertainty and its 

accompanying ethical double-bind is no longer one concerning the effect of the outcomes of action on 

preferences, is instead the age-old philosophical question, ‘how should we live?’ Ruggiu and von 

Schomberg respond to this challenge by articulating values-led frameworks for regulation. Under 

these frameworks, the social priorities that motivate innovation will be examined, with the goal of 

redirecting it towards priorities that are enshrined in collective agreements. If we cannot know all the 

risks associated that may be associated with nanomedicine or the genetic modification of insects, then 

at least we can perhaps come to an agreement on whether it is worth living with the uncertainties that 

surround them in the interests of a morally and politically acceptable or even desirable social goal – 

such as curing cancer or wiping out malaria. Human rights frameworks, whether international or not, 

may not be sufficient guides here, however.  

First, rights gain traction as principles for deciding what kinds of outcomes are morally relevant, and 

to what extent they are morally permissible or not (for example: would enforcing a new immigration 

law infringe against the right under the European Convention on Human Rights to a family life?). But 
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in relation to innovation, uncertainty extends to whether particular directions for innovation might 

actually have negative consequences for human rights or not [41]. The problem of reflexive 

uncertainty surfaces again. Second, what counts as responsible in some national or international 

contexts may entail a very different balance between social priorities and rights to that which may be 

seen as socially legitimate in other jurisdictions, reflecting differences in developmental needs as well 

as cultural distinctions, as has been argued in relation to differences between the EU and BRICS 

nations, for example [42]. This point is reflected in Schomberg’s defence of a specifically ‘European’ 
view of responsible research and innovation that recalls John Rawls’ theoretical anchoring of political 
philosophy in the traditions of a ‘people’ [43]. Third, the balance between competing priorities that 

become enshrined in rights (such as, in the European context, economic growth versus sustainability), 

might look very different from an intergenerational and longer-term future-oriented perspective than 

from a shorter term one. 

If we need to foreground some normative ethical framework other than either preference 

consequentialism or a rights-based approach to answer the question ‘how should we live’, then where 
should we look for it? In the rest of this paper, I suggest that these should be provided by an approach 

that focuses not primarily on outcomes, but on individual and institutional dispositions and virtues via 

which certain outcomes are more likely to be reached. This represents, I suggest, a development of an 

approach based on the ethics of care.  

 

From ‘logic of choice’ to ‘logic of care’ 
The idea that a virtues-based ethical perspective is a more appropriate response to a situation of great 

uncertainty or ignorance is not new [18]. Recently, an argument for a virtues-based approach to 

uncertainty and ignorance has been made by advocates of a proactionary principle. From this point of 

view, adaptive, risk-based regulation and an affirmation of the contribution of innovation not just to 

material progress but also, through participation in it, to the meaningfulness of human lives more 

generally [44, 45]. But such a gung-ho affirmation of risk itself presupposes that one values risk-

taking for its intrinsic value. As was pointed out above, however, the power to innovate and 

commercialise innovations is also a power to create, redistribute and impose risks and uncertainties. 

Responding to the ‘how should we live’ question with the answer ‘riskily!’ is to ignore the other 
question to which the experience of reflexive uncertainty gives rise, as to how we collectively decide 

which risks and uncertainties are worth bearing.  

A perspective on the governance of technology that views it as ‘taking care of the future’ [46] 

necessitates a different approach. On the one hand, it has to recognise the centrality of human need to 

any ethical framework. It can thus draw here on the ethics of care, in which it is typically proposed 

that one should act in ways that elicit, recognise and provide for needs attentively and respectfully. 

Meeting needs requires certain virtues: attentiveness, respect for the otherness of the cared-for other, 

and so on [47]. But there is arguably more to care than this. Care also recognises that attachment 

relationships are a central element in what it means to be human, because attachment is the foundation 

of how humans, as vulnerable creatures, domesticate an uncertain future to a degree through sociality 

[48]. The emphasis of the ethics of care on particular relationships, then, reflects a particular 

interpretation of what a good life consists in, namely connectedness [49]. One consequence of the 

centrality of connectedness to human life is that the needs of individuals (and groups) are therefore 

not ‘encountered’ by people as generic (‘I need 2000 calories a day to survive) but as singularized 
within a complex context of connectedness that is biographically and historically shaped (‘I must 
spend Passover dinner with my family, it’s the most important evening of the year’) [50]. Perspectives 
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that view needs, capabilities or other ingredients of human flourishing as generic or ‘given’ therefore 

fail to address questions of ‘how they are constructed and reproduced’ [51] within social groupings. 

Needs, rather than being easily universally definable, are always constructed in the process of meeting 

them in ways that are emotionally and symbolically constitutive of individual and group identities (as 

with the Passover meal, or kosher and halal food, for example). Care for the needs of others is not 

care for generic humanity, but care for a particular and singular other who is also a member of a 

variety of groups with their own particular histories (and who remains in part unknowable in his/her 

singularity). As care is a practical matter of techne, it also relies on technological support. 

Technologies therefore play a vital role, not only as tools but as mediators of how needs are defined or 

met. Technologies are not simply means for fulfilling pre-defined needs, then. They help to 

construction and singularize what needs mean. Technologies shape what caring for needs means, and 

what the consequences of constructing needs in particular ways may be for our sense of who we are.  

Annemarie Mol [52] has explored this role of technology at length, examining the ways in which 

everyday technologies such as diabetes monitors are intermediaries in the achievement of care, and 

how, as such intermediaries, they change what it means to care successfully by altering our 

conceptions of need and so ‘interfere with their own ends’. Someone with diabetes, for example, can 

now measure their insulin levels much more frequently now that small portable monitors are readily 

available. This has changed what health professionals understand by successful treatment of the 

condition [52, p. 49]. Care therefore has to be conceived as a narrative process. The changing 

meaning of earlier actions and decisions over time helps participants understand what to do later on. 

As we have seen, what it means to care successfully also changes over time. Engaging in care 

therefore requires agents should be alive to the inherent uncertainties that surround acting, and not 

least to the final unknowability of others who are cared for, in their singularity. Part of recognising the 

otherness of others is the acknowledgement of the irreducibility of their perspective on the world, 

which is expressed in their activities of sense-making and in action. It is this otherness of others that 

demands from the ‘carer’ the cultivation of particular virtues, which prevent them from acting too 
hastily or paternalistically. Further, the otherness of the other lies in its share both of the future and of 

the future’s unpredictability. This share, a singular future in which there is always something to be 

settled, something ‘outstanding’ for the subject, means that care is always ‘about’ the future, an 
insight which connects the ethics of care to Heidegger’s account of Dasein as the being for which the 

world is an ‘issue’ [53]. 

At work in this approach is a temporality different from that evident in what Ruggiu identifies as the 

short term focus of command and control regulation, or that manifest in the imaginary-driven, 

scenario-using approach that focuses on the longer term. Mol identifies this temporality as a ‘logic of 
care’ rather than one of ‘choice’. Instead of trying to collect, condense and process information so as 
to arrive at a punctual decision, the logic of care identifies the temporal context of action as an open-

ended and evolving narrative, one in which sense-making is recursive in nature. What emerges from 

out of the future enables us to revise our understanding of the past, and our changing understanding of 

the past enables us to act in the present to realise or prepare for particular futures. But the emphasis is 

not on controlling the future, but identifying from within narratives of care the needs of the cared-for, 

including the ways in which s/he is best able to exercise agency, from their position, in making sense 

of and influencing their own future. As participants in the construction and reproduction of needs and 

thus of socially-recognised ends, technologies play a role in shaping and reshaping the recursive 

narratives of care Mol describes.  
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Towards a new ‘culture of innovation’ 
A care perspective such as that outlined here therefore leads us to think again about the role and 

meaning of governance. It aligns itself with recent calls for the governance of innovation to move 

upstream [54], to a point before visions and research congeal into products, so as to help shape the 

priorities which in turn influence the course of innovation through expectations and other factors. At 

the same time, the temporal logic of care requires that governance mechanisms should be such so as 

to accompany innovation through distinct stages and at different levels – identifying and defining 

social priorities, but also influencing design as well as shaping risk identification, assessment and 

management. The reflexivity towards priorities and guiding values which was the goal of upstream 

engagement would be developed further by this approach, and made part of a continual process of 

social learning. At the same time, the ‘engagement’ here would need, as advocates of upstream 

engagement have argued, to be designed to involve a wide range of stakeholders in deliberation. The 

goal of deliberative engagement here would be twofold.  

On the one hand, it would seek to ensure that better anticipation of impacts of innovation is made 

possible, with a view to anticipating or building resilience against impacts that may occur in either the 

nearer or the more distant future. On the other, it would also have to embody the sensitivity of care to 

the particularity of needs, going beyond the appeal to rights and acknowledging how needs are 

historically (and technologically) constructed. Opening up innovation and its implicit priorities to 

wider scrutiny and deliberation would facilitate this by bringing a spectrum of perspectives to bear on 

research, development, design and commercialisation. A care perspective would view the governance 

of innovation as a way of re-embedding technoscience within society, of making it more responsive to 

a range of pragmatic, ethical and aesthetic values, rather than as a transcendent oversight mechanism 

structured by risk thinking. In particular, it would refuse 

 

to separate needs from the people who are their subjects and takes as its starting-

point the idea that people themselves (can) have knowledge about their own 

subjectivity; in principle they are competent to express who they are and what 

they need. It takes seriously people’s stories about what they need to live well. 
[55, p. 60] 

 

Rather than making rules or principles the basis of regulatory decisions, then, a care perspective looks 

to create institutions and practices to create a new bond between science and society. Rather than 

being a contract, in which each party agrees to restrict themselves to particular actions only according 

to specific rules or principles (whether command-and-control rules or principles such as human 

rights), this bond would be more of a solidaristic form of cooperation, through which the 

interdependence of society and innovation in defining ends and creating means is recognised. This 

bond would be dependent on the inculcation of particular durable mutual expectations on the part of 

each side. Such expectations could only be created and sustained if it is possible for actors on either 

side, ‘enactors’ or ‘selectors’ in Garud and Ahlstrom’s [1] terminology to demonstrate particular and 

contrasting virtues. 

For example, Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten [46] discuss four ‘innovators’ virtues’ which might be 
considered candidates to serve as the basis of this new bond: anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and 

responsiveness. These represent respectively the capacity to develop better and more adaptive 

foresight to spot instances where uncertain hazards may be expected, the ability to open up reflection 

on both the limits of foresight and the purposes for which innovation is undertaken, the capacity to 
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open up innovation processes to active engagement with other stakeholders (including publics) and 

the ability to respond to (if necessary, with changed plans) to what is learned through such 

engagement. One could also add ‘humility’, understood as a capacity to reflect upon both the 
limitations of one’s capacities to achieve ends with the aid of technology, and upon the dangers of 
actually achieving one’s intended ends through technical means [56]. What the virtues of a ‘selector’, 
imagined as a technological citizen, might be, are quite distinct. By ‘technological citizen’ [57] is not 

intended a subject who fits the categories of ‘informed’, or ‘pro-technology’ as has been imagined by 
successive waves of deficit-model based public education programmes [58, 59]. On the contrary, it 

refers to citizens who are able to create communities of interest (and with them, new social identities) 

around specific complexes of problems and potential technological, but also social and institutional, 

innovations [60].  

As has been argued by a variety of writers on the ethics of care and its political extension [47, 55, 61, 

62], the introduction of care to the public sphere is not intended to create a new ‘organic’ political 
realm, or remodel public life on the model of the private sphere, but to reconstitute the public sphere 

by transforming institutions and practices in ways that recognise more adequately the 

interconnectedness and interdependence of citizens and institutions. Indeed, what is implied by such 

an ethics and politics of care is a revision of how we understand citizenship. Such a revision would 

recognise citizens as technological [57] and ecological [63], alongside the inescapably embodied, 

connected and vulnerable nature of ethical and political subjectivity [64]. This means that enactors 

and publics alike are composed of individuals who are relational and interdependent, but that their 

relationship vis-à-vis one another is asymmetrical, rather than being formally equal and reciprocal as 

in classical accounts of the relationships between citizens that are constitutive of a social contract. Re-

imagining institutions to bind new relationships between science and society needs to begin from this 

insight to re-visit initiatives like the ‘science shops’ movement, started in the Netherlands in the 1970s 

[65], as a way of developing responsive [46] innovation, shaped by problems identified by publics . 

The outward-facing scientific specialists involved in developing these new institutions need to be 

open to the agency of potential publics, and the capacity of active communities to form around needs 

and interests [60]. 

Elsewhere [66], I have discussed an example of how the ‘soft’ governance of innovation can shape 
legitimacy by recognising this asymmetrical interdependence, along with specific vulnerabilities that 

arise from interconnectedness and the ways in which technologies mediate purposes and identity. 

Here, soft governance means values-led corporate social responsibility. During an earlier study [67], 

an interview was conducted with a small technology company that focused on developing 

technologies (nanosensors designed to detect volatile organic compounds [VOCs]) using 

nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes) purchased from an upstream supplier. The role of N in the value 

chain was identified in interview as ‘like an R&D consultancy ’, with the core of business being 
product development intended to ‘inspire’ their partners elsewhere in the value system –  consumer 

product manufacturers, in the main –  to create new applications for nanosensors. A central focus of 

N’s work was determining which applications would ‘meet a critical customer need ’, which required 
understanding end-user needs. N ’s engagement  with potential end-users, such as asthma sufferers, 

takes place in focus groups, intended to establish whether ‘they need the technology’, establishing that 

it ‘ would add tremendous value to their quality of life ’. But this value, N suggested, would be 

derived not by meeting a need defined technically and abstracted from the experience of users.  

Such an asbtract definition might identify a user need as, for example, maintaining health by avoiding 

or mitigating asthma attacks. A nanosensor could then be used to detect biomarkers such as the 

presence of volatile organic compounds in breath to spot, early on, signs of impending attacks. But 
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focus groups of potential users defined the ‘compliance of actually using those devices’ as a major 

consideration. Some researchers have suggested that compliance with health monitoring may be 

compromised by resentment at the dependence on artefacts, and the confirmation of a dependent 

identity, one is thereby forced into [67]. Drawing on focus group data, N decided to incorporate 

nanosensors in devices like mobile phones, which are not only convenient and increasingly 

ubiquitous, but are also associated with independence and autonomy. In this way, the purpose of the 

sensor was redefined through consultation with potential users, bringing to light the ways in which 

using sensors relate to (and may reinforce) aspects of identity that individuals evaluate negatively. By 

changing product design, these concerns relating to a specific identity, and to the kinds of agency 

associated with that identity, could be successfully resolved.  

Here, uncertainties surround innovation as a process, rather than being attached to a specific object 

(the nanosensor) as such, in abstraction. The focus of these uncertainties is on the meaning of a 

technical artefact designed as a solution to a particular problem. Products based on nanosensors of the 

type produced by N may be classed as a medical device and therefore subjected to specific risk-

management regulations in different jurisdictions. They may also be subject to end-of-life disposal 

regulations (such as the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive in the European Union), 

due to their being included in electronic devices. Debates around the adequacy of these regulations as 

ways of avoiding or mitigating risks may be necessary. But the case study points to how deeper 

uncertainties can surround the value and social meaning of products already in existence, even where 

issues relating to risk (e.g. relating to medical device use or environmental pollution) may have 

already been well-defined.  

The uncertainties addressed by what N described as a values-led form of voluntary governance 

concerned the nature of the specific problem devices using nanosensors were designed to address. 

Without establishing a relationship between the company and potential end-users in which the specific 

needs and vulnerabilities of a group who experience themselves as possessing a certain identity 

(‘asthma sufferers’), the nature of the problem would remain defined unreflexively from an 

abstracted, ‘expert’ perspective. By developing such a relationship, the company demonstrated a form 
of care for the particularities of needs and the singularity of subjects, one that avoided overstepping 

the mark by defining needs without reference to the self-understanding of asthma sufferers. Instead, it 

took seriously ‘their stories about what it is to live well’, in Sevenhuijsen’s words, and made space for 
their own agency in defining their needs.  

As Callon, Lascoumes, and Barth [60] note, the key problem of democracy is how minorities will be 

represented in public life. If technological innovation is, to borrow Shelley’s description of poets, an 

‘unacknowledged legislator’ of the world, re-shaping the ways of life of groups and individuals 

globally, then it is about more than how preferences, expressed in consumption decisions, can be 

fulfilled. Through participation in scientific research and technological innovation, loose assemblages 

of subjects, from sufferers of ‘orphan’ neuromuscular diseases to those living near hazardous 
infrastructure can gain identities, agency, and recognition in public life. In relation to such efforts to 

create agency, technoscience can play a valuable mediating role, helping to take care of agency just as 

the effective participation of ‘minorities’ in creating and shaping innovation processes can take care 
of the capacities of technoscience.  
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Conclusion 

The dominant imaginary that has helped to shape the regulation of technology, as we have seen, has 

positioned governance externally to the practices and artefacts which it regulates, with the result that 

regulation always lags behind the activities of technoscience. In trying to remedy this temporal lag, 

governance has to depend on frameworks (such as standard approaches to risk assessment and 

management) which tend to ensure that it holds its vision fixed firmly on the past in trying to 

anticipate the future, and is thus always fighting the last war again, even when the processes of 

innovation it is attempting to regulate decisively change the terrain. It has been argued in this paper 

that the field of uncertainty which surrounds innovation should be understood, first and foremost, 

through the normative uncertainties which are the legacy of preference-consequentialism as applied to 

social and technological innovation. These force us to reconsider the normative ethical assumptions 

implicit in how we understand innovation and regulation together.  

It was argued that the precautionary principle, understood as an administrative apparatus, is 

insufficient, being too indeterminate in its application. Rights, it was further suggested (following 

Groves [41]) are insufficient to counter problems associated with the dominant regulatory imaginary 

and introduce new forms of uncertainty (relating to cross-cultural and intergenerational dimensions). 

Care as a normative framework was put forward as an alternative which can address these problems. 

Instead of offering Ruggiu’s choice between rules (for risks) and principles (for uncertainties), care 

demands the creation of institutions and practices that exhibit particular virtues, and which maximise 

the promotion of agency among publics to shape the social priorities which guide innovation, as well 

as to articulate the specific needs and vulnerabilities which they experience (thus allowing citizens to 

enter the public sphere and take on new public identities). Rather than seeking to re-tool regulation in 

order to reduce uncertainty for citizens imagined as consumers, a care-based perspective begins from 

an understanding of citizens as relational (technology-using, ecological, embodied) and moves to 

propose ways of re-making the cultures in which innovation is pursued to create new forms of 

solidarity mediated by technological artefacts [68]. As such, it is a recommendation that we learn, 

collectively but (given our asymmetric relationships to other actors) variously, to turn innovation 

processes into ways of realising solidarity in the face of inevitable uncertainties.  
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